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Abstract
The 12 Jacobian elliptic functions are traditionally shown as inverses of 12 elliptic integrals, all of them being
special cases of
∫ x
y
[(a1 + b1t2)(a2 + b2t2)]−1/2 dt in which all quantities are real and either y = 0 or x =∞ or
a1 + b1y2 = 0 or a1 + b1x2 = 0. A new uniﬁed treatment shows that for each of these four cases the other limit
of integration is determined as the inverse function of the integral by the two products a1b2 and a2b1. Inequalities
and equalities between these two and 0 distinguish the 12 Jacobian functions, the six circular functions, and the six
hyperbolic functions. The proof comes from a corollary of a reduction theorem for the symmetric elliptic integral
of the ﬁrst kind.
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1. Introduction
Integration of a differential equation for certain physical systems (for example, the simple pendulum
and various other anharmonic oscillators) leads to an integral of the form
I =
∫ x
y
dt√
(a1 + b1t2)(a2 + b2t2)
, (1)
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where 0y <x and both binomials are positive for y < t <x. The general case is an elliptic integral of
the ﬁrst kind, but it becomes an elementary integral if the square root reduces to a1+b1t2 or
√
a1 + b1t2
or t
√
a1 + b1t2. In physical problems the integral often represents time as a function of position, and one
may wish to invert the integral to represent position as a function of time.
For each of four conditions on one limit of integration, we shall show that the other limit is determined
as a function of the integral by a1b2 and a2b1. In the three special cases mentioned above, where the
integral is elementary, the other limit is a constant times one of the six circular functions or one of
the six hyperbolic functions. When the integral is elliptic, the other limit is a constant times one of the
12 Jacobian elliptic functions. Inversions for a list of 12 elliptic cases, such as
J =
∫ x
0
dt√
(t2 + a2)(b2 − t2) , a > 0, bx > 0 (2)
can be found in [2, (17.4.41)–(17.4.52)], but the decisive role of a1b2 and a2b1 has not been recognized
previously. It emerges from a corollary of a reduction theorem for the symmetric elliptic integral of the
ﬁrst kind and provides a concise and systematic array of 24 inversions that are convenient to use by hand
or to program for automated symbolic inversion.
2. Table of inversions
We disregard cases of (1) in which a1a2= b1b2= 0 or a1b2= a2b1= 0, since there is then no binomial
in the integrand. Let
{0, a1b2, a2b1} = {A,B,C}, ABC, A<C, (3)
and deﬁne
u=√C − AI, k2 = C − B
C − A, (4)
whence 0k21. The heading of a column in Table 1 speciﬁes one limit of integration, and the next row
expresses the other limit as a constant multiple of a function f that is given in the table for each relation
between A, B, and C. There is no need for columns with a2 + b2y2 = 0 or a2 + b2x2 = 0 because I is
symmetric in the subscripts 1 and 2.
The 12 Jacobian elliptic functions, with variables (u,k) suppressed, are sn= sn(u, k), cn=√1− sn2,
dn = √1− k2sn2, their reciprocals (ns = 1/sn, nc = 1/cn, nd = 1/dn), and six ratios (sc = sn/cn,
cs= cn/sn, sd = sn/dn, ds= dn/sn, cd = cn/dn, and dc= dn/cn).
For an elliptic example consider (2). Let (a1, b1, a2, b2) = (a2, 1, b2,−1), whence a1b2=−a2, a2b1=
b2, (A,B,C) = (−a2, 0, b2), u = √a2 + b2 J , and k2 = b2/(a2 + b2). Since y = 0 and A<B =
0<C, Table 1 gives
x = ab√
a2 + b2 sd(u, k)=
ab√
a2 + b2 sd
(√
a2 + b2 J, b/
√
a2 + b2
)
, (5)
which is equivalent to [2, (17.4.51)]. Interchange of subscripts 1 and 2 would have given the same result.
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Table 1
Inversions of
∫ x
y
dt√
(a1+b1t2)(a2+b2t2)
y = 0 x =∞ a1 + b1y2 = 0 a1 + b1x2 = 0
x =
√
a1a2
C−A f y =
√
C−A
b1b2
f x = yf y = xf
A= 0<B <C sc(u, k) cs(u, k) nd(u, k) dn(u, k)
A<B = 0<C sd(u, k) ds(u, k) nc(u, k) cn(u, k)
A<B <C = 0 sn(u, k) ns(u, k) dc(u, k) cd(u, k)
A= 0<B = C tan(u) cot(u) — —
A< 0= B = C sin(u) csc(u) sec(u) cos(u)
A= B < 0= C tanh(u) coth(u) — —
A= B = 0<C sinh(u) csch(u) cosh(u) sech(u)
A, B, and C are deﬁned in (3), u and k are deﬁned in (4), and the function f is shown in 24 table entries. The four missing
entries indicate undeﬁned integrals.
For an elementary example let
H =
∫ a
y
dt
t
√
a2 − t2 , 0<y <x = a. (6)
Since a2−x2=0 take (a1, b1, a2, b2)= (a2,−1, 0, 1), whence a1b2=a2, a2b1=0, (A,B,C)= (0, 0, a2),
and u= aH . For a1 + b1x2 = 0 and A= B = 0<C, Table 1 gives
y = a sech(u)= a sech(aH). (7)
3. Proof
We show ﬁrst that the functions f in the columns headed by x=∞ and a1+b1x2=0 are the reciprocals
of those in the columns headed by y = 0 and a1 + b1y2 = 0, respectively. Substituting t = 1/s in (1),
we ﬁnd
I =
∫ 1/y
1/x
ds√
(b1 + a1s2)(b2 + a2s2)
. (8)
Thus replacement of (y, x) by (1/x, 1/y), combined with exchange of the letters a and b, leaves both
I and the set {0, a1b2, a2b1} unchanged. Hence the values of A,B,C, u, and k2 also are unchanged. If
y = 0 implies x = √a1a2/(C − A)f , then 1/x = 0 implies 1/y = √b1b2/(C − A)f . That is, x =∞
implies y =√(C − A)/b1b2 1f .
Similarly, if a1+b1y2=0 implies x=yf , then b1+(a1/x2)=0 implies 1/y=f/x. That is, a1+b1x2=0
implies y = x 1
f
.
Next we ﬁnd table entries under y = 0 or a1 + b1y2 = 0 for the three rows where A<B <C, whence
0<k2< 1. The symmetric integral of the ﬁrst kind is
RF (x, y, z)=
∫ ∞
0
dt√
(t + x)(t + y)(t + z), (9)
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where x, y, and z are nonnegative and at most one of them is 0. The integral is homogeneous of degree
−1/2 in x, y, z:
RF (x, y, z)= −1/2RF (x, y, z). (10)
If 0<k2< 1 the Jacobian version of Legendre’s elliptic integral of the ﬁrst kind is
u=
∫ sn(u,k)
0
dw√
(1− w2)(1− k2w2) . (11)
Substituting 1/w2 = t + ns2, we ﬁnd
u= RF (ns2 − 1, ns2 − k2, ns2)= RF (cs2, ds2, ns2), (12)
where we have used symmetry to list the variables of RF in increasing order.
A reduction theorem for RF (see [1, Theorem 9.8-1, Example 9.8-3, and p. 314]) gives
I =
∫ x
y
dt√
(a1 + b1t2)(a2 + b2t2)
= RF (V 2, V 2 + a1b2, V 2 + a2b1), (13)
(x2 − y2)V = x
√
(a1 + b1y2)(a2 + b2y2)+ y
√
(a1 + b1x2)(a2 + b2x2). (14)
Using the notation in (3) and (4), multiplying (13) by√C − A, and using the symmetry and homogeneity
of RF , we ﬁnd
u=√C − AI = RF
(
V 2 + A
C − A ,
V 2 + B
C − A ,
V 2 + C
C − A
)
. (15)
We see from (4) that both (12) and (15) have the form u=RF (g−1, g−k2, g). For ﬁxed k2 it is plain from
(9) that u is a continuous and strictly decreasing function of g on [1,∞). Thus g is uniquely determined
as a function of u on (0,RF (0, 1− k2, 1)], and we may identify the two expressions for g, obtaining
cs2 = V
2 + A
C − A , ds
2 = V
2 + B
C − A , ns
2 = V
2 + C
C − A . (16)
According as A, B, or C is 0, V 2/(C − A) is cs2, ds2, or ns2.
If y = 0 then V =√a1a2/x and x =√a1a2/(C − A)
√
C − A/V . Thus x is √a1a2/(C − A) times
sc, sd, or sn according as A, B, or C is 0, as shown in Table 1.
If a1 + b1y2 = 0 then a1 + b1x2 = b1(x2 − y2). Squaring both sides of (14) and cancelling one power
of x2 − y2, we ﬁnd
(x2 − y2)V 2 = y2b1(a2 + b2x2)= a2b1y2 − a1b2x2. (17)
Thus,
x2
y2
= V
2 + a2b1
V 2 + a1b2 , (18)
whence a1b2<a2b1. This implies that (a1b2, a2b1) is (B, C), (A, C), or (A, B) according as A, B, or C is
0. Substituting in (18) and using (16), we see that x/y is ns/ds= nd, ns/cs= nc, or ds/cs= dc according
as A, B, or C is 0, as shown in Table 1. This completes the entries for the three rows with A<B <C.
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If B = C then k2 = 0 by (4), and substitution of w = sin  in (11) gives u= arcsin(sn(u, 0)), imply-
ing sn(u, 0) = sin(u), cn(u, 0) = cos(u), and dn(u, 0) = 1. All Jacobian functions for A<B <C then
reduce as shown to circular functions for A<B = C except for two missing entries where nd(u, 0) =
dn(u, 0)= 1 implies x = y and a1+ b1x2= a1+ b1y2= 0, making (1) undeﬁned because of a vanishing
interval of integration and an inﬁnite integrand.
IfA=B then k2=1 by (4), and substitution ofw= tan h in (11) gives u=arctanh(sn(u, 1)), implying
sn(u, 1)=tanh(u) and cn(u, 1)=dn(u, 1)=sech(u).All Jacobian functions forA<B <C then reduce as
shown to hyperbolic functions forA=B <C except for twomissing entries where dc(u, 1)=cd(u, 1)=1
implies x = y, making (1) undeﬁned as before.
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